1. “What Is Humanity?”
Humanity is a global technology company like Google or
Apple, with one VERY big and EXCITING difference: the owner
is YOU!
Humanity creates AMAZING global online services such as
social networking, online radio, shopping, crowdfunding, food
delivery, and even car and real estate rentals!
These services are available on the web, as well as every
major mobile platform such as iOS, Android, Windows, and
more! They're even available on all major gaming consoles,
smart TVs, Google Glass, and even cars!
Humanity also creates MAGICAL gadgets and mobile devices
such as phones, tablets, virtual reality headsets,
smartwatches, headphones, and eventually even digital
contact lenses!
The profits from all this are used to GROW Humanity, and
inspired by Google X, funneled into AMAZING technological
projects to BETTER our lives and the world around us. And,
MOST importantly, following the lead of the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, they're also used for INCREDIBLE
charitable projects to SAVE and IMPROVE the lives of those
MOST in need around the world.
And BEST OF ALL, the owner of Humanity is YOU. YOU decide
HOW Humanity operates, WHAT technology she creates,
WHAT charitable projects she invests in, and HOW she spends
her money. Humanity is owned EQUALLY by EVERYBODY
alive: EACH person gets one FULL ownership and voting
share, absolutely FREE of charge!
We NOW ask you to JOIN us, as either an employee, a user, an
investor, a customer, a volunteer, a supporter, a donor, an

evangelist, or best of all - all of the above! Please have a look
around our channel - there are DOZENS of videos here that
explain each and EVERY aspect of Humanity, and even a TV
show to keep you up to date! We even have our own TV
network - online, and on cable and satellite TV around the
world!
We THANK YOU for your TIME and for your KIND attention,
and hope that you TRULY ENJOY what we are creating. We
hope that you will JOIN us, and that TOGETHER we will share
MANY DECADES of JOY to come! Remember: Humanity is
YOUR company, she exists for YOU! THANK YOU again, we
LOVE you all!
2. “Get Your Share Of Humanity!”
Getting your share of Humanity is REMARKABLY simple:
simply SIGN IN to our WEBSITE or MOBILE app using
Facebook, Google or Twitter, or quickly SIGN UP with your
EMAIL address! THEN, simply VERIFY yourself as a real
human being using our INSTANT system, and you are DONE!
YES, it really IS THAT simple - the ENTIRE process, START to
FINISH, takes only a COUPLE OF MINUTES! TRY IT RIGHT
NOW - you'll be GLAD you did!

3. "What Makes Humanity's Products Different?"
Humanity's products are all about DESIGN, BEAUTY, POWER,
and SIMPLICITY. NOTHING we create, whether it be our
SOCIAL network or our PHONES, LOOKS or WORKS quite like
ANYTHING else you have ever SEEN. Our GOAL, with
ANYTHING we create, is to be not ONE, but FIVE steps AHEAD
of EVERYBODY else. When you LOOK at our online network,

the most COMMON reaction is that it looks YEARS ahead of
ANYTHING else you've ever SEEN. It's THAT advanced. It's
THAT incredible. In FACT, it introduces an entirely NEW
paradigm of web design that WE like to call, in honor of Bruce
Lee's Jeet Kune Do, the DESIGN of NO design. In OTHER
words, when you LOOK at our network, all you SEE is RICH
MEDIA. HIGH resolution pictures, WIDESCREEN HD videos,
HIGH quality audio, 3D PANORAMAS, and GORGEOUS text.
You don't SEE any "white space" or unused areas like on
EVERY other website, in fact you don't even SEE the
INTERFACE! It's INVISIBLE, and appears ONLY when YOU
need it! Our online NETWORK, which ALL of our services are
tied into, TRULY represents the FUTURE of technology, and
the FUTURE of the internet. When you USE our site, it's
GORGEOUS, POWERFUL, and AHEAD of its time. When you
use our apps, they're GORGEOUS, POWERFUL and AHEAD of
their time. And when you use our phones, tablets, headsets,
watches or headphones.. you GET the picture: EVERYTHING
we make is AMAZING, BEAUTIFUL, and POWERFUL. Our
GOAL is for YOU to be BLOWN AWAY whenever you use
ANYTHING we create. We want to GIVE you not ONLY the best
WEBSITE and APPS, but also the most STUNNING,
GORGEOUS and powerful PHONE, TABLET, and EVERY other
device you USE. We want you to be AMAZED. We want you to
be ENTHRALLED. And until you ARE, we don't consider our
job DONE! And REMEMBER.. YOU OWN EVERYTHING here!

4. "How Can I Benefit From Humanity?"
YOU can PERSONALLY benefit from Humanity in a NUMBER
of ways. FIRST of all, you CONTROL the company. YOU decide
WHERE our money goes. YOU decide HOW we use it to
IMPROVE the WORLD. You can USE Humanity to improve

YOUR world, the VERY surroundings ALL AROUND you today!
Do you have an IDEA for an amazing PROJECT? Do you
wanna install FREE WiFi in your entire TOWN? Do you wanna
renovate a PARK? Do you want to build a FOUNTAIN, or a
MONUMENT? Do you wanna send VACCINES to 10 MILLION
people in Africa? Do you wanna outfit your local ORPHANAGE
with a COMPUTER lab? Do you wanna create FREE GLOBAL
EDUCATION? Do you wanna provide CLEAN WATER to those
who currently do not HAVE any? With Humanity, even the SKY
is not LIMIT! IMAGINE it, and it is DONE! With BILLIONS of
people, there is NOTHING we can't accomplish. There is
NOTHING we can't ACHIEVE! We can FINALLY build that
UTOPIA ALL of us have always DREAMED of! Humanity puts
the power of BILLIONS of people, and BILLIONS of dollars.. at
your FINGERTIPS. What's MORE, you can FINANCIALLY
benefit from Humanity DIRECTLY in a NUMBER of ways. Own
a RESTAURANT? Let us FLOOD you with orders! Wanna
operate your own emissionless LIMO service? Let us DO this
for you! Wanna open your own WEB store? We're HERE for
you! Have an AMAZING idea for a DEVICE or a SERVICE that
MILLIONS of people can USE? MAKE it WITH us! Do you own a
piece of PROPERTY? Let US rent it OUT for you! Do you
wanna INVEST? Let US help you make MONEY! Are you a
WRITER? Let US popularize your WRITING! Do you create
MUSIC? Let US get it to MILLIONS of people! The opportunities
are ENDLESS! Humanity is YOUR network. Humanity is YOUR
company! WE.. are here for YOU! ALL seven and a half
BILLION of us!

5. "How Can I Benefit Others Using Humanity?"
You can USE Humanity to benefit ANY NUMBER of people,
ANYWHERE in the world! Simply IMAGINE.. and then DO, with

US! Do you WANT to help starving CHILDREN in AFRICA? Do
you wanna help ORPHANS in a WARZONE? Do you wanna
help your elderly NEIGHBOR paint his PORCH? Do you want
to BEAUTIFY a public PLACE? Do you wanna send MONEY,
FOOD, WATER, CLOTHING, TECHNOLOGY or VACCINES to
those in NEED? With Humanity, YOU.. can do ALL THIS, and
MORE! Remember: there are BILLIONS of us, and there is
NOTHING we can't achieve! Only your IMAGINATION is the
limit - if you can IMAGINE it and it is ACHIEVABLE, we WILL
ACHIEVE it! TOGETHER, there is NOTHING we cannot do!

6. "Why Are We Doing All This?”
WE, the PEOPLE of EARTH, are doing this because we
BELIEVE in a BETTER WORLD. We BELIEVE that our world
CAN, that our world MUST be a PARADISE! A place with NO
poverty, NO disease, and NO suffering! A place where
EVERYONE is equal, where EVERYONE can make their
DREAMS come TRUE! And for the FIRST time in our HISTORY,
this WORLD, this PARADISE, this UTOPIA, is FINALLY within
our REACH! All WE have to is GET UP, and MAKE it! With the
POWER of the internet, for the FIRST time, ALL of us are
connected. By 2020, nearly EVERY person in the WORLD will
be ONLINE! And according to Bill Gates, in just FIFTEEN or
TWENTY YEARS... there will be no SUCH THING as extreme
poverty! We are TRULY, ALMOST there NOW! A world that
only YESTERDAY seemed but a DREAM.. will TOMORROW
become REALITY! Do YOU believe in a BETTER WORLD? Do
YOU believe that our world should be a PARADISE? A REAL
and TRUE UTOPIA? Then STAND UP, and MAKE IT SO! With
US! The time is NOW!

7. “How Can I Help Humanity?”
GET THE WORD OUT! Tell EVERYBODY you meet! Are you
standing in LINE at the GROCERY store? Well, NOW you’ve
got something to TALK about with the people ALL AROUND
YOU! The GAS STATION clerk? Tell HIM! Your MOTHER? TELL
HER! Your BEST BUDDIES from COLLEGE? LET THEM KNOW!
Your TEACHER? Your CLASS? Your BOSS? Your ENTIRE
OFFICE? Your SCHOOL campus? Your NEIGHBOR? The
person walking their DOG in front of your window RIGHT
NOW? TELL THEM ABOUT HUMANITY!!! Call the NEWS! Put
up and give out FLYERS! Post on EVERY social network! TELL
EVERYBODY!!! Tell them this is the BIGGEST thing that has
EVER happened in the HISTORY of MANKIND!! TELL them that
they are NOT STRANGERS anymore! EVERYONE YOU SEE ON
THE STREET IS NOW A *FELLOW SHAREHOLDER*! THIS!
CHANGES! EVERYTHING! NOW, we are ALL on the SAME
TEAM! The WORLD will NEVER be the same AGAIN! TELL
EVERYONE! SPREAD THE WORD! START *RIGHT NOW*!!!
8. “The Future Is Open Source!”
The open source movement is the single MOST important
thing going on in technology today. It is hundreds of
MILLIONS of people strong! What is it? Open source means
that a technology that a company, a person or a group of
people are developing, is COMPLETELY TRANSPARENT and
OPEN TO ALL. In other words, open source is the OPPOSITE
of patents. When you want to HIDE your technology and
PREVENT others from USING it and SEEING HOW IT WORKS,
you PATENT it. When you wanna make it FREELY available to
ALL, you make it OPEN SOURCE. Recently, GIANT companies
like Google, Tesla and IBM have released BILLIONS of dollars

worth of patents to the GLOBAL open source community. You
can take ANY technology Google is making, COPY it, MODIFY
it, and if you CHOOSE even SELL it, and they WON’T sue you.
They have MADE this pledge. So did Tesla. And so did many
others. Tesla released ALL of the patents behind their
AMAZING electric cars for FREE! Now ANYBODY can make
one! And this is just the BEGINNING! What was once started
by AMAZING global brands like Mozilla Firefox and Linux, has
now grown into a GIANT global movement supported by
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF USERS, and even some of the
LARGEST companies on the PLANET! Humanity is the first
major technology company to make ALL of their work, BOTH
software AND hardware, ENTIRELY open source from DAY
ONE. And we will do this until the END of TIME – THIS is our
promise to YOU! We will NEVER file a patent! ANYTHING we
make.. is YOURS. COPY it, MODIFY it, USE it, SELL it, do
WHATEVER you want with it! We will not ONLY not try to STOP
you – we will HELP you! Let US create ALL of our technology
TOGETHER! All of our APPS, our WEBSITE, and even all of our
HARDWARE, are YOURS! JOIN US and help IMPROVE it, and
make it even BETTER! With 7.5 BILLION people on our TEAM,
we will make the WORLD’S BEST! In fact, we will be
IMPOSSIBLE to beat! NO ONE, on the entire PLANET, can
compete with a team of THAT size! NO ONE can compete with
BILLIONS of brains! So PLEASE, JOIN US! Let us BUILD our
AMAZING software and hardware TOGETHER! And THEN, YOU
can do with it WHATEVER you WANT! You can even build
some of our DEVICES, YOURSELF, at HOME! And we will
HELP you! THIS is the POWER of OPEN SOURCE! Now you
KNOW why it is the SINGLE MOST important movement in
technology TODAY!

9. “The POWER Of Crowdfunding!”
If the OPEN SOURCE movement is THE most important thing
going on in technology TODAY, CROWDFUNDING is a VERY
close second! It is ACTUALLY the SAME exact concept.
CROWDFUNDING allows BILLIONS of people to CREATE
something TOGETHER! The open source movement provides
the TECHNOLOGY, and CROWDFUNDING provides the
MONEY! With THESE TWO COMBINED, 100% OF ALL LIMITS
ON THE POTENTIAL OF OUR SPECIES ARE *REMOVED!* Now
we can *LITERALLY* accomplish ANYTHING! NO company,
and NO country has MORE RESOURCES than 7.5 BILLION
PEOPLE! What was IMPOSSIBLE yesterday, for ANY
government or company, is possible TODAY using the POWER
of OPEN SOURCING, and the POWER of CROWDFUNDING! We
can QUITE LITERALLY build a BASE on the MOON if we want
to! And in FACT, Google, XPRIZE, Virgin and MANY others are
doing exactly THAT! They are LITERALLY doing
THEMSELVES, what NO ONE ELSE has been able to do
BEFORE! They are not WAITING for anybody to TELL them to
– they are JUST DOING it! And now WE can too! Now YOU
can! Do you wanna build your own CAR? Start a crowdfund.
Do you wanna create a BAND? Start a crowdfund. Do you
wanna take that old ORPHANAGE down the street, the one
with PAINT peeling off the WALLS, and BUILD A NEW ONE?
NOW YOU CAN! If something BAD happens to YOU, or to
somebody you KNOW, or if you see a tragedy on the NEWS –
NOW YOU CAN MAKE IT BETTER! GET INTO THE HABIT:
WHEN YOU *SEE* SOMETHING, *DO* SOMETHING!
Remember: Humanity puts the power of BILLIONS of people
and BILLIONS of dollars in YOUR hands! NOW, when you SEE
something that you WISH you could CHANGE, you no longer
have to WISH! You can just go ahead and CHANGE it! Using
the POWER of CROWDFUNDING! You can create a BUSINESS,

get an EDUCATION, pay for MEDICAL BILLS, help ANY
FRIEND, FAMILY member of FELLOW human BEING – you can
do WHATEVER YOU WANT! Simply use the CAMERA on your
MOBILE DEVICE, or ANY OTHER camera to record a SHORT
and TO THE POINT VIDEO, EXPLAINING your vision! Make
TWO videos: ONE under a MINUTE long to get people
EXCITED for your IDEA and capture their IMAGINATION, and
then ONCE THEY’RE HOOKED, they can watch ANOTHER,
LONGER video explaining your ENTIRE vision! THIS simple
method is the KEY to success in CROWDFUNDING! Do your
BEST to LOOK and SOUND professional, RECORD with the
BEST device you can get your HANDS on, show EMOTION and
EXCITEMENT and speak with MEANING, and you are SET! TRY
IT RIGHT NOW! Use our WEBSITE or MOBILE APP to create
your OWN crowdfund for WHATEVER you want, TODAY!

